
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

12th International Symposium of Oenology of Bordeaux (Œno 2023) 

9th International Conference on Macromolecules and Secondary 

Metabolites of Vine and Wine (Macrowine 2023)  

From July 10 to July 13  2023 
 

 
The oenology research unit, ISVV, University of Bordeaux, is jointly organizing the 12th oenology 

symposium, Œno 2023, and the 9th edition of the international conference on macromolecules and secondary 

metabolites of the vine and wine, Macrowine 2023. This event OenoMacrowine 2023, which will celebrate 

the 60th anniversary of the Bordeaux oenology congresses, aims to identify prospects for research, 

development and innovation that could be useful to the wine industry. With the hosting of Macrowine, a 

particular focus will be given to polyphenols and compounds of sensory impact. In addition, in view of the 

many challenges facing the wine industry, both on the subjects of agro-ecological transition, consumer 

expectations and societal demands, we plan to invite papers that address these issues, through the various 

traditional themes of the International Congress of Oenology: 

- Plant and environment, grape quality 

- Microorganisms in grapes and wine: diversity and adaptation 

- Wine chemistry, wine components with physiological effects 

- Oenological practices and processes 

- Sensory properties: psychophysics - cognitive psychology, experimental economics, links with 

neuroscience. 
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Support the success of 
ŒnoMacrowine 2023 

 
Sponsor catégorie 1 (nombre limité à 5) > 

> 
> 
> 
> 

Booth space ≈ 7 m2 
Large format logo on the internet + back cover 
Advertising in participants' bags 
One page insert in the program + amphitheater  
Video projection of the logo from the front during a session 

Rate : 7 000 € all 
taxes included 

Sponsor category 2 (limited to 5) 
> 
> 
> 
> 

Medium format logo on the internet + back cover 
Advertising in participants' bags 
One page insert in the program + amphitheater  
Video projection of the logo from the front during a session 

Rate : 3 000 € all 
taxes included 
 

Sponsor category 3 
(limited to 5) > 

> 
> 

Small logo on the internet + back cover 
Advertising in participants' bags 
One page insert in the program + amphitheater 

Rate : 3 000 € all 
taxes included 
 

Your company can benefit from a tax reduction of up to 60% if the funding is made 
through the Fondation Bordeaux Université (art. 238 du C.G.I.; French General 

Tax Code). 

If you wish to participate: 
Reply coupon to be returned to Michael JOURDES - UMR Œnologie -ISVV, 210 Chemin de 
Leysotte- CS 50008 - 33882 VILLENAVE D'ORNON CEDEX - France. Tel : +33 (0)5 57 57 58 
51 - Mail : michael.jourdes@u-bordeaux.fr 

Date and signature preceded by "good for agreement". 
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